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MINUTES OF MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Monday, November 1, 1965 Room ill, BPA Building

The Faculty Senate convened in regular session at 3:LO o'clock on Monday
afternoon, November 1, 1965, in Room 111 of the College of Business and Public
Administration. Forty-four members were present with President Harvill presiding.
Professor John J. Irwin, Dr. Edward N. Wise, and Dr. Carl B. Roubicekwere also
present.

PRESENT: Beattie, Blecha, Brewer, Carlson, Cockrum, Coleman, Coulter, Damon,
Delaplane, Forrester, E.Gaines, Gegenheimer, Green, Gres, Hall,
Harris, Harshbarger, Harvill, Hillman, Hull, Johnson, Little, Lyons,
Marcoux, McCarthy, McDonald, McMillan, Myers, Patrick, Paulsen,
Picard, Quinn, Rappeport, Roy, Simonian, Sorensen, Stanislawski,
Steelink, Stromberg, Svob, Tucker, Voris, Wilson, Windsor.

ABSENT: Blitzer, DuVal, F.P.Gaines, Joyner, Krutzsch, Lynn, McCaughey,
Rhodes, Seeley, Shields, Yoshino.

NEW MEMBERS OF SENATE. WELCOME TO: President Harvill welcomed to the Senate
those members who were newly elected and were attending their first meeting.
These included: Prof. Ellery Green, replacing Prof. Lionel T. Chadwick as
Senator from the College of Architecture, (Professor Chadwick will be on leave
the fall semester of this academic year); Dr. Frances Stromberg, replacing
Dr. Siegel as College of Agriculture representative (Dr. Siegel will be on
leave for the 1965-66 academic year); and Dr. Cornelius Steelink, replacing
Dr. Paul Martin as Senator-at-large (Dr. Martin will be on leave for the
1965-66 academic year).

DR. PAUL M. ALLEN AS REPLACEMENT FOR DR. NEIL R. BARTLETT AS SENATOR-AT-LARGE.
ELECTION OF: Dr. Harvill reported that Dr. Millard G. Seeley, who had been
elected at the last meeting of the Senate as a replacement as Senator-at-large
for Dr. Neil R. Bartlett who is on leave of absence for the first semester of
1965-66, had reported to the Secretary that he could not attend Senate meetings
on Mondays because of his teaching duties. He, therefore, is unable to accept
the post of Senator-at-large.

The Senate then elected Dr. Paul M. Allen as a Senator-at-large for the
balance of the present semester as a replacement for Dr. Bartlett. It is

understood that Dr. Bartlett will return to the campus beginning with the
opening of the second semester and at that time will assume his duties as
Senator-at-large.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the meeting of October 11, 1965 were
approved as published and distributed.

CATALOGUE MATERIAL: The following catalogue material was accepted:
New courses: Anthropology 3k9a-349b, Linguistic Analysis (3-3) Yr. Hale;
Architecture 22La_22Lb, History of Architecture (Classic through
Baroque) (3-3) Yr. Doerstling; Architecture 299, IndIvidual Studies (2) 1,11;
Biology 199, Individual Studies (1-k), 1,11 Fee $6; Nuclr. Enqr. 121, Radia-
tion Detection and Measurement (3) II Post; Nuclr. Enqr. l2lL, Radiation
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Detection and Measurement Laboratory (1) II Post, Fee $5; Nuclr. Engr. 11+0,

Elements of Nuclear Reactor Theory (3) II; Nuclear Engr. 11+1, Introduction
to Nuclear Reactor Engineering (3) I; Nuclr. Engr. 160, Optical
Engineering (3) I Hetrick; Nuclr. Enqr. 1601, Optical Engineering
Laboratory (1) I Hetrick, Fee $5; Nuclr. Engr. 180, Dynamics of Nuclear
Systems (3) II Hetrick or Weaver; Nuclr. Enqr. 220, Nuclear Engineering
Laboratory (3) II, Fee $5; Nuclr. Enqr. 230, Nuclear Materials
Engineering (3) I Post or Wacks; Nuclr. Engr. 2301, Nuclear Materials
Engineering Laboratory (i) I Post or Wacks, Fee $5; Watershed Management 6245,
Watershed Management (2), I Croft; Summer Courses: Art 271+s, Graphics Studio
and Art History; Summer Residence Program ¡n Florence Italy (3, Summer 1965,
Fee $50; Education 2871, Audio-visual Materials for Elementary and Secondary
School Libraries (2) (Summer institute); Library Science 2731, Recent
Literary and Informational Books for Children and Young People (2) (Summer
institute); Library Science 274i, Administration of the Modern School
Library (2)1 (Summer institute); Changes: Anthropology 275, Primitive Religion,
change from (2) to (3); Anthropology ZS0, Archaeology of North America, change
f rom (2) to (3); Anthropology 282, Archaeology of South America, change from

(2) to (3).

In answer to a question from Dr. Quinn, Dean Little explained that the
new course Architecture 224a-224b, History of Architecture (Classic through
Baroque), would, while including a modest amount of duplication of subject
matter now being taught in some Art courses, be in fact taught from a quite
different approach.

Dr. Quinn said he would like it to be a matter of record that the College
of Architecture and the Department of Art are agreed that the approaches of
the two disciplines to particular subject matter might be quite different. He

said this was because theArt Department now is offering certain courses dealing
with art and architecture and it is possible the Art Department might wish to
reorganize these courses so that they would be more appropriately courses for
Art students but would not be appropriate for Architecture students. Thus,
probably additional new courses ¡n Architecture would be created. Dean Little
indicated that the College of Architecture would want to create such courses
when the appropriate time arrived. He said he thought there was no problem
since there would be sufficient enrollment in both the Art and Architecture
courses to justify instruction by both departments.

Dr. McDonald asked if the proposed new course, Nuclear Engineering 160,
Optical Engineering, had been reviewed by the head of the Department of Astronomy,
and ¡f the creation of this course had the approval of that individual. Dean
Coleman answered in the affirmative.

FURTHER PROPOSAL FOR TUBERCULOSIS EXAMINATION OF FACULTY AND STAFF MEMBERS.
DISCUSSION RE: Dr. Harvill pointed out that the President of the Arizona Medical
Association had expressed dissatisfaction in the press with the requirement imposed
on University of Arizona employees in connection with determining freedom from
tuberculosis. Dr. Harvill said he was sure that the matter would soon come before
the Board of Regents If indeed not carried to the Legislature, if a stricter
requirement were not established. The feeling of the medical profession ¡n the
state is that the same requirement that applies to public school employees should
apply to University Faculty and staff members.
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President Harvill said he was sure that the President of the Arizona Medical
Association, who is in no way intemperate in his statements or inclined to be
unreasonable, had experienced considerable pressure on this matter. He was sure
he would prefer to have the matter handled by individual institutions or by the
Board of Regents rather-than by the Legislature.

Dr. Harvill said he was not expecting further Senate action on this subject
today but said he thought it would be helpful if further information were
presented at this time by the special committee, whose recommendations had been
adopted by the Senate last spring. He said he understood Dr. Wise, a member of
the Committee, had a report to make with respect to the radiation effects of
chest x-rays.

Dr. Wise then explained that there are two different types of chest x-rays.
With one type, used in doctors' offices, an individual receives a chest x-ray
using a full 1k" x 17" plate and this is a direct photographic exposure. Dr. Wise
said he had determined by talking with reontgenologists, and he had talked with
the chief roentgenologist at both the Veterans' Administration Hospital and the
Tucson Medical Center, that the amount of radiation involved in a full-sized
chest x-ray taken in the office, with full-sized equipment, amounts to about
6 milliroentgens,

The equipment that is carried ¡n a mobile van such as the mobile unit of
the State Health Department involves a different type of system and reduces the
cost of taking the x-rays. A person standsin front of a fluorescent screen and
a picture is taken by a 35 mm. camera. This process ¡s called photo-f luoroscopy.
This second type of x-ray involves k times as much radiation as is involved in
a full-sized chest x-ray in a regular laboratory. Thus a person receives
27 milliroentgens ¡n the chest area when x-rayed at a mobile unit.

From the genetic standpoint, the amount of radiation received in the area
of the reproductive organs is about 0.02% of that received in the chest area
for the full-size x-ray. A smaller exposure is received in the mobile van x-ray
because of superior one-purpose shielding.

Dr. Wise then outlined how slight the exposure to radiation is when one
receives a chest x-ray, for example, ¡f one receives 6 milliroentgens from exposure
every two years (if he complies with the requirement of having an x-ray every
other year and has it taken at a mobile unit). Persons who work with radio-
sensitive material normally carry a "volume badge". Such persons in their normal
duties can expect to receive 30 milliroentgens a month, sometimes as high as 50 a
month, and they do not worry if this gets as high as 100 milliroentgens per month.
Such persons are in contact with radio-sensitive material day in and day out,
twelve months of the year, so that their exposure to x-ray could be as high as
2k00 milliroentgens in a two-year period without danger. In the same period of
time, a Univérsity faculty or staff member would be asked to expose himself only
to 6 milliroentgens, a totally insignificant figure.

Dr. Wise said he also had obtained some information about the effectiveness
of skin tests as distinct from chest x-rays. He pointed out that when he was of
school age skin tests were not considered to be very reliable. He is informed
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by competent doctors now, however, that the modern skin test is probably the most
dependable way to determine that a person does not have tuberculosis. A positive
skin test may mean that the person now has tuberculosis, or has been exposed to it,
or had had it ¡n the past. If one receives a negative skin test, it means it is
highly unlikely he has tuberculosis. A skin test taken by everyone would result,
according to the Pima County Health Department, with three-fourths of the persons
reacting negatively. The other one-fourth would then be required to take chest
x-rays as further test. Mobile unit x-rays normally would be perfectly satis-
factory. Persons who received a positive report on a mobile unit chest x-ray
would be referred to their physician for a larger, full-sized chest x-ray.

Dr. Wise said this completed his report. Dr. Harris said heassumed it was
highly possible the committee might now make a recommendation that some sort of
requirement be imposed on everyone. Dr. Wise said he could not speak for the
committee, but he thought it likely that the committee would recommend that the
University require every faculty and staff member hereafter to show evidence of
a negative skin test or a negative x-ray. Dr. Harris asked which test the students
are required to take, and it was explained that they are required to take an x-ray.

Dr. Harris asked if public school teachers could satisfy their requirement
with either the skin test or the x-ray. Dr. Harvill said he believed this was

correct.

Dr. Steelink asked if a person received a report of positive x-ray, what
then would be the action. Dr. Wise said if the full-sized chest x-ray similarly
showed a positive indication of tuberculosis, the person indeed had a problem.

Dr. Harvill pointed out that preliminary reports are not always accurate.
He told of the case of a young man he knew who several years ago thought, as a
result of tests, that he had tuberculosis. It turned out he was suffering from
valley fever and he recovered in a short time. In any event, Dr. Harvill said,
he was sure the University would be very reasonable in its Fondling of any
situation where a member of the faculty or staff learned he in fact did have
tuberculosIs.

Dr. Harvill then called on Professor Irwin, Chairman of the Special Co.mnittee
on Examinations for Tuberculosis. Professor Irwin said that at the time the
committee had made its report last May, the members had felt that the x-ray was
the desirable type of examination. Certainly the committee felt some sort of a
test should be taken periodically by every member of the faculty and staff. The
hope had been that voluntary cooperation would result in 100% participation.
It is too early to say just what proportion of the faculty and staff this fall
have taken the examination as a result of the new policy, he said.

He said that the matter has public relations Implications both externally
and internally. If the University does not have such a requirement, certain
individuals and organizations outside of the institution are going to criticize
the University. If the requirement is maintained, certain individuals within
the University are going to object. There is no evidence that a large number
of Land-grant institutions require their employees to take such a test, he said.
Further, medical authorities have not presented a substantial case that a strict
requirement is necessary. The fact remains that if one case of active tuberculosis
exists on the University of Arizona campus, ¡t is certainly one case too many.
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Many persons in and out of the medical profession wish to eliminate tuberculosis
in the State of Arizona and if the University of Arizona can help toward this end,
Professor Irwin said he thinks we should.

Dr. Harvill pointed out that in the survey of forty-nine Land-grant institutions
contacted last spring, replies had been received from forty institutions and only
nine at that time were requiring chest x-rays. Of these only three required periodic
chest x-rays of the members of the faculty after they were employed.

Dr. Harvill asked Professor Irwin how often teachers in the public schools of
Arizona are required to take chest x-rays and the answer was every two years.

President Harvill said he thought ¡t a foregone conclusion that the Arizona
State legislature could be persuaded pretty easily to pass a law applying to all
State employees in this regard. He said he thought it would be far preferable
if this matter could be handled in a satisfactory way by the individual institutions
or by the Board of Regents.

Dr. Harris asked if the special committee could study the matter from the
standpoint of the students to see whether a skin test might be more satisfactory
than a chest x-ray. Dr. Harvill said this matter could be studied by the Com-

mittee. Dr. Harris said he would like to make it possible for students to avoid
chest x-rays if possible. Professor Irwin said he would guess that in fact students
would show a higher negative reaction from the skin test than is so with the
faculty group.

Dr. Gegenheimer commented he hoped by the next meeting of the Senate the
Committee would have statistical information on the number of returns that had
been received this fall on faculty examinations. Perhaps in the meantime, without
publishing any directive or anything of the sort, the deans and department heads
could urge members of their faculties to comply with the new policy so a report
could be made showing that voluntary action had produced a good response.

Dean Hull asked if he understood it correctly that an entering student is
not required to take an examination again following his initial enrollment so
long as he remains in continuous attendance. He was answered in the affirmative.

In answer to a question Dr. Wise provided cost information, pointing out that
the Pima County Health Department would charge $2.00 per person for a chest x-ray.
However, that department ¡s reluctant to take on the load of examining a group as
large as the University faculty and staff. A rather standard charge made by
private physicians and Tucson laboratories is $11.00 for the x-ray, plus $5.00
for the physician to interpret the results. Students are often charged only
$.50 for the x-ray, however, by many local physicians. Of course, Dr. Wise em-
phasized, there is no charge at all at the State mobile unit.

Dr. Harvill asked if there ¡s any way to determine if the radiation effects
are greater so far as certain individuals are concerned, Is there any measurable

way of determining who are susceptible? Dr. Wise said he did not think many
people are concerned about radiation damage. It is genetic damage that causes

some persons some concern.
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Dr. McDonald asked if there is quantitative information on the relative effect
of skin tests in detecting cases compared with x-ray mobile unit cases? Dr. Wise
replied that the skin test provides the earliest detection of the possibility
tuberculosis may exist.

Dr. McDonald said that the problem of genetic danger does not seem to him to
be as serious as he had feared. He said he also had done some checking on his
own responsibility, and the information he had obtained about the radiation involved
in chest x-rays was comparable to that provided by Dr. Wise.

Dr. Tucker asked if there were ever false readings on examinations of this
sort. Dr. Wise said that the skin test gives a large number of false readings
¡n that there is a large number of false positives. X.rays then reveal the true
situation.

Dr. Wilson commented on how rapidly the waiting line moved at the mobile unit
when he went for his x-ray. Although about thirty people were waiting ahead of
him, he did not have to wait longer than fifteen minutes for his turn.

Dr. Harris said he was opposed to increasing the amourt of radiation an
individual receives no matter how small it might be. In evolving a statement of
policy, would not the comittee be willing to indicate that a skin test was an
acceptable examination? The statement now carried in the Faculty Handbook would
have to be adjusted, he pointed out. This could be changed, Dr. Harvill replied.

Professor Irwin explained that probably seventy-five or eighty per cent
of persons who take the skin test would then have to take an x-ray anyway, that
is, be required to take both the skin test and the x-ray. The probability of a

positive skin test increases with age. For this reason, it would seem simpler
to have the requirement be simply an x-ray. He reminded the Senate that the
problem at the moment Is the fact that the University has no requirement for
persons on continuing appointment and it is very difficult to explain this
in the state, that is, to the general public, to parents, even to doctors, and
particularly to the legislature. This is really the fundamental problem, he

said.

Dr. Simonian said he thought x-rays were the most desirable examination.

Dr. Harris asked if the State Board of Health would be satisfied ¡f the Uni-
versity would accept either the skin test or the chest x-ray. Dr. Harvill said
he did not know but he thought this would be satisfactory. Professor Irwin
said the attitude in the State Board of Health could be easily learned.

Dr. Simonian said that ¡n his experience very few persons receive a
negative skin test. On the other hand, many of the positive tests do result
from difficulties other than tuberculosis. Thus only a chest x-ray can reveal

the true situation.

Dean Forrester asked if chest x-ray reports indicate difficulties other
than tuberculosis. Dr. Wise said that a chest x-ray may reveal any chest

abnormality.
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Dr. McDonald said he would like more information about the number of false
positives on the modern skin test. Dr. Wise said he understood from talking to
members of the staff at the Tucson Medical Center that seventy-five to eighty
per cent of the skin test results were negative. A few years ago this was not the
case, he said, but the skin test has been much improved in late years.

Dr. McDonald said his earlier concern about harmful effects of radiation
seemed not to be based on fact. He said he saw no reason why the University
could not adopt a requirement that gave an individual the option of having either
a skin test or an x-ray.

Dr. Harvill said this was a distinct possibility, he thought. He suggested
the matter be referred back to the coninittee for further study because at the
present time certain information is not available. The qyestion is whether the
requirement should be made optional, or imposed on everyone. He said he was sure
the Senate was not ready to take further action at this point.

Dr. Wilson asked if the President felt that continuing members of the Faculty
should be held to this requirement. Dr. Harvill said anything less than a true
requirement imposed on all members of the faculty and staff likely would not be
satisfactory to the legislature. A member of the faculty who has been here a
long time could become ill with tuberculosis as easily as a newcomer.

Dr. Harvill then asked Professor Irwin if his committee could study this
matter further and report back at the next meeting. Dr. Hillman asked if the
committee might bring recommendations rather than just a report. Professor
Irwin commented that what had been felt to be one problem was that a number of
people might be trying to come to the University of Arizona because it was such
an easy place to obtain employment without a tuberculosis examination. The
policy adopted last spring has dealt with this, that is, new employees hired
must have a chest x-ray. Further, newcomers who do not hold cóntinuing appoint-

ments must meet this requirement. There remains then only the group of persons

on continuing appointment.

In answer to a question, Dr. Harvill said he did not know what the require-

ment is at Arizona State University. President Durham has said that a tuberculosis
examination was "virtually required" but the details of the ASU requirement are

not known.

The President thanked Professor Irwin and members of his committee and said
that the Senate would be looking forward to further word from the group at an

early date.

REPORT ON INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR EDUCATION: Dr. Harvill distributed to members
of the Senate a report entitled "The Proposed Interstate Compact for Education,
Including the Kansas City Conference". The President said that this statement
was being furnished members of the Senate in confidence as a matter of information.
He said that this involved a matter which he would like to discuss with the Senate
at a futuremeeting.

MATTERS FOR FUTURE DISCUSSION: Dr. Harvill said he would like to suggest several
subjects for discussion ¡n the Senate at a later time. One of these is the quality

of teaching. The charge is being made that the quality of teaching in the Univer-
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sity is deteriorating, that the best people for teaching are not doing teaching.
The failure of the voters recently to approve the bonding issue has been inter-
preted by certain newspaper writers and certain radio and television commentators
as indicating that the people of Arizona no longer have confidence in their
institutions of higher learning. The further claim ¡s made that junior colleges
have more popularity than the institutions of higher learning. These charges are
not justified, Dr. Harvill said. The University is improving in all areas all
the time and attention is being given constantly to the various matters being
attacked.

Dr. Harvill said another matter which he felt might merit thorough, con-
structive discussion would be the general area of admission requirements.

CONTINUATION OF DISCUSSION RE UNIVERSITY POLICY ON LISTING OFF-CAMPUS RENTALS
WITH HOUSING OFFICE: President Harvill pointed out that the agenda included
further discussion of the University policy on the listing of off-campus rentals
with the Housing office. He said he felt that he had expressed the administration's
view of this subject fully at the last meeting. The President said about all he
could add was that the University's present policy developed out of experience
over some years. It was found that the University had to adopt some procedure
whereby the University could be certain that students of certain races, creeds,
color, etc. would not be embarrassed by being rebuffed when they went to look
for housing. The President said he did not feel he appropriately could say much
more than he had said at the October meeting. He certainly was going to refrain
from making any public statements about the matter. He said he had expressed
his views at the last meeting of the Senate with great sincerity. He stated once
again that he feels there is no one who opposes discrimination more than he or who
has followed his convictions more consistently than he has done.

Dr. Gegenheimer then reported, and asked that it be made part of the Senate
record, that a report had been submitted by the Committee of Eleven, which had
been received from a group of faculty members (signed by k9 of them) asking that
the Senate give attention to this matter. The statement had read: "But when a
housing policy, or any other policy, disturbs the entire University community,
then we believe the faculty must become interested......We hope that the University
Administration will soon find a way to eliminate rentals from the Housing
Service lists when there is evidence of discrimination against a student on
grounds of race or religion. We believe that the faculty, through the Committee
and the Senate, can contribute toward this settlement."

Dr. Harvill thanked Dr. Gegenheimer for reporting this.

Dr. Steelink said he was unclear as to whether or not the University's policy
on listing off-campus housing might jeopardize the University's receiving federal
funds. He had heard that the University's policy was in conflict with provisions
of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.

Dr. Stanislawski said he had read Title VI and it seemed to him to provide
than an institution receiving Federal funds cannot recognize any form of dis-
crimination.
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Dr. Harvill said that competent legal authority had assured the administra-
tion that the University's policy was not ¡n violation of any Federal law.
Further, good authority in the community had pointed out that the University had
at no time in its experience, standards, or policies, demonstrated any immorality
whatsoever.

Dr. Harris asked if a renter who had turned away a student because he was
unwilling to rent to the student because of his race was removed from the list.
Dr. Harvill said if he was a commercial renter his name would be removed from

the list. The point ¡s that no one need be rebuffed or turned away. That is
why the University maintains an ample list of accomodations which it is known
are open to all prospective tenants regardless of race, creed, etc.

Dr. McDonald asked how this special list was built. Dr. Harvill replied it

was built up in various ways. Many people telephone the University and ask that

their names be placed on the list. Members of our Housing staff go into the
community and determine which accommodations are open to all.

Dr. McDonald asked if when someone calls in to list accorwnodations for
rent he is asked if he will rent to anyone regardless of race, color, creed, etc.
Dr. Harvill said he believed this question was asked and Mr. Johnson confirmed
this.

Dr. Harvill explained again that the University does not know whether or
not individuals on the second list Will rent to everyone. The point is that the
University does maintain on the one list more accommodations than are needed and
there is no need to go farther and ask other individuals if they will accept
everyone.

Dr. McDonald asked if there was reluctance on the part of the University to
explain in detail the operation of the two lists. He said this has not been

explained in the newspapers. Dr. Harvill said he thought this had been.fully

explained. He said he again would like to emphasize that there is a long list
of accommodations which it ¡s known without question anyone may rent without
regard to race, religion, color, creed, etc.

Dr. McDonald said he thought the NAACP was not fully aware of the policy.
Dr. Harvill said he was sure this matter had been carefully explained to members

of the NAACP.

Dr. Damon said that the University of California housing policy is very

clear-cut. He said he had with him a specimen affidavit that is sent out to
the renter along with a covering letter which is also sent to the renter. He

asked the secretary to file this with the minutes of this meeting. (See copy attached.)

Dr. McDonald said he would like to urge that the University publicize more
widely how the Housing office lists off-campus accommodations. He said the typical

Tucsonan did not understand how the system operates.

Dr. Harvill said that perhaps this could be done. He said some people attack
the system as being discriminatory where in fact it provides housing for everyone
instead of supporting discriminatory practices.
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Dr. Tucker said he felt the newspaper publicity had left the public with
the impression that the University was violating the law in this matter.

Dr. McDonald said that despite the efforts of many people in the University
to overcome discrimination, some African students have had unpleasant experiences
of discrimination. These students, however, are reluctant to reveal these experi-
ences to others.

Dr. Harvill said that there are many problems of course, including those per-
taining to housing for many hundreds of students who live off the campus. He said
he certainly would not want to leave the impression that the housing situation at
the University was a paradise. He pointed out that the housing for married
students is far from adequate.

The President did point out in commenting on Dr. McDonald's statement about
African students that the African Scholarship Program of American Universities
has told the University of Arizona that that organization wished the University
could accept many more African students because those who have come to the Univer-
sity of Arizona under ASPAU sponsorship have been so well satisfied at this in-

stitut ion.

Dr. Wilson asked if the University had investigated obtaining additional
housing for married students by taking over certain housing that has been turned
back to the Federal Housing Administration. Dr. Harvill said that proposals
concerning such housing had indeed been investigated carefully by the University.
These proposals involved apartment houses, etc. which had been turned back to

the FHA. However, to date it has been found that these would hot be satisfactory
at all since they do not provide adequate living space, playground space, or
other facilities for children.

The meeting adjourned at 5:LfO P.M.

David 'L. Windsor, Secretary

NOTE: Attached to these minutes, for the information of the members of the
Faculty Senate and of the General Faculty, is a copy of the report of
the activities of the Committee of Eleven during the year 1964-65 as

prepared by the Secretary of that group, Dr. Frances Giilmor.




